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PREFACE 
The presented insights are no perceptions in a scientific sense. 

Therefore there was the decision not to include references. It is the 

result of personal observations and insights that helped to clarify 

the presented image. Many information have been available and 

collected from the web and have been extended by personal 

experiences. This is the attempt to connect all this information to a 

picture. 

Additionally, there is no claim to completeness because life seems 

to be a very fluid and changeable matter. 

The journey to these findings do contain observations of the 

external world, but it is also the exploration of the inner world. It is 

the search for answers to the magical experience of the life so far. 
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ON THE SEARCH FOR THE SELF 
There is certainly no one who is not occasionally in search of the 

self. It is not the short peek at the photo, not the snapshot, not the 

body meant that is encountered in the everyday life. It's not one or 

the other role that is played in the various life situations. The 

role of the daughter, the mother, the chief, the doctor, the 

judge, the teacher or the student. These roles are adopted 

along the best practices of a region, a country or continent and 

these accepted ideas, experiences and solutions are 

incorporated as culture. Thus are roles that may work differently 

according to the region. However, these are only facets of the self 

that are extended by the family network and many other features 

like gender, age, or social status. And in the course of a life time the 

circumstances and the self additionally changes. It is a dynamic of 

external circumstances and it is also a dynamic of inner 

circumstances that makes a self-perception very complicated. 

But it appears to be so close. Everyone is somehow right in the 

middle of it, but it is so far and untouchable the same time. It is a 

journey that is taken very individually. A journey that makes up the 

life of a self. 

And there is a sense that the self-discovery is a purpose of life, a 

breath of an identified purpose of existence. 

Because in the perception that there must be a self, even if it appears 

to be incredibly complex, it contains a magic that is the driving force 

of life. 

It is something where nothing could be. Nothing but empty space, 

or not even that. 

It would be more reasonable that there would be simple nothing. 

That would even make much more sense than having to deal with 
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whether there is a beginning or an end and what was before the 

beginning? And who or what caused a beginning? 
But there is something. To read this more than nothing. It is there 

and it is perceived by something, through the eyes or ears into the 

self. Right now. 

This perception disproves that there is simple nothing. And this fact 

drives the question of the beginning, the reason and the role of the 

self in it. 

And obviously the self can perceive. So, there is a perceiving self that 

resides in us, that makes us and yet it is so untouchable that even 

the elders are not able to explain it with all their life experience. 

Therefore, there are approaches of explanations. Religions and 

science are two examples. Around it have been formed social 

structures, politics, countries, superstructures, all in search of the 

perceiving self and the reason of existence. 

Depending on the culture, the approaches are manifold and still no 

approach can deliver a tangible proof. 

In perception of existence the religion concludes an act of creation. 

And in search of the components of existence the science is on its 

way to catch something tangible with different disciplines. But even 

the most expensive experiments provide in maximum a proof of 

theories. 

Regardless the offer of answers, if confirmed by beliefs confirmed 

by a savior or expressed by scientific theories. At a certain depth 

there is no trace of an idea and finally all the concepts run into a 

dead end – no matter how accurate and how rational the concepts 

might be. 

Then there is the question of the boundary of the self. To where does 

it reach? Is it the body, which marks the border? Is it expanding 

with the body starting at the melting of a sperm with the egg? And 
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when the body's cells renew, is the self every time transferred into 

the present form? Is the brain enough to form a fully perceiving self, 

or does the self use the brain and the body to navigate in time and 

space? 

When a body brings forth this self completely, what is then the body 

of that, which created the perceiving existence? 

And because the reality of one differs from the other reality, what is 

the reality of the cause, the source of existence? And how and why 

is the self interwoven with it? 

THE SELF AS COMPOSITION 
The question of the perceiving self opens a field of assumptions that 

results in a picture of existence. It is an idea of connections which 

must always be evaluated by oneself. It even seems to be the 

responsibility of each self to evaluate the content of the here 

presented ideas individually as well as all other concepts. Why else 

should there be this inexhaustible variety of self, in constant 

expansion? 

Currently, the expansion into the personal belief systems is defined 

as the limit, which declares this planet Terra as the playing field. 

But many people already expand this limit to life forms outside of 

this realm. Western religions expand it at least to a Creator and in 

other religious concepts, it are even several ones. Myths and fables 

report about other figures and in modern times, many people report 

more and more about contacts with people and other life forms that 

are not originated on Terra. But all have in common is that they are 

at least a self. 

The Self consists of a human body that is bound to time and space. 

This body is as an instrument a composition of biological, 

emotional, and mental capabilities. It is a vehicle of consciousness 

that is itself equipped with an intelligence to maintain its functions. 
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In addition, the self contains a conscious entity that animates the 

human body. The connection between the human body and the 

consciousness is made at the time prior or at least during birth. 

From the day of this connection on the consciousness conditions 

itself careful continually to adapt to the human body and to navigate 

within the three-dimensional, five-sensory body in time and space. 

The consciousness, meaning the self-perceiving of the self that also 

is called soul elsewhere is time and formless, but still navigates 

within the time and space universes. It is born in the source of 

cosmic intelligence beyond time and space and flows as a shining 

particle into the development of separation of an individual 

consciousness, always in the custody of cosmic intelligence. It is the 

highest form of consciousness, which is capable to bind to forms, 

observes experiences and that can synthesize insights. Its purpose 

is the individualization, otherwise the entire cosmos and its many 

fields of frequencies could be seen only from the perspective of 

Creator and through the lens of cosmic intelligence. So it is by 

definition subjected to a one-dimensional perspective and therefore 

an incomplete exploration. Creator has decreed the existence of this 

perspectives before the creation of the cosmos and casted himself 

into the form of luminous particles, and did set out these particles 

to experience separation. 

The first creations were light luminous physical bodies without 

structure and their density was just enough to experience 

separation and not to be influenced by the dominant consciousness 

of Creator. These luminous bodies were autonomous from Creator 

and still formless in the sense of vibrational fields of time and space. 

They quickly populated the inner spheres of the universe of 

wholeness. In a light luminous body, these particles are indeed 

separated from the Creator, but are not separated from other 

consciousness and thus not yet individualized. The 

individualization occurs not before these bodies merge with a 

genetic body. 
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In their existing manifestation these bodies have not been able to 

explore the areas where the vibration is decelerated and slows down 

the time. They recognized this fact as a task and began the 

development of genetic bodies that are capable to explore these 

remote regions of the cosmos and learn from it. Creator was indeed 

able to perceive these remote areas, but it was not possible to 

explore these areas from an individual perspective. The light 

luminous bodies imagined and also developed the human body in 

all its variations as it occurs all over in the cosmos. 

It is these luminous particles in its formless existence, the 

consciousness of the self, which can express themselves through the 

vehicle of the human body and become subject to perceptions of a 

reality of permanent change. The human body contains DNA to 

program the human form and to enable the merging with a 

consciousness. By genetics, a consciousness can therefore bind to a 

body and solidifies at the merging with the human body a matrix of 

life features within the DNA that lead to predetermined life 

experiences and fateful life stages for the purpose of acquiring 

experience. This merging is neither overwhelming nor scary. It is 

simply the construction to experience independence. 

The composition of the self is comparable to a piano concert. The 

piano is the body, the player is the consciousness and the music is 

the perceiving life. Prior to the concert the consciousness calibrates 

the strings, specifies the number of keys, sets the height of the seat, 

and determines the location and finally the composition to be 

played. And depending on the level of skills and the desire of 

experiencing the seat might be too high, or some of the black keys 

are missing, or some strings are out of tune depending on the desire 

of the experiences to accomplish. 

Even if the creation of the human body sounds like a fairy tale, that 

DNA can provide the ability to merge with a consciousness beside 

its remarkable power to form a physical body opens at least some 
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questions about a concept of a cumbersome evolutionary 

development. It suggests the involvement of a constructing and 

intelligent power that goes far beyond the currently technical 

possibilities on Terra. 

Since genes are more likely to keep a well-established structure 

stable through the arduous path of evolution and the complete and 

highly complex binding capability with the consciousness would be 

an extraordinary degree of coincidence of mutations, any 

alternative concepts and conclusions should not be completely 

disregarded. Scientists have understood the evolution of the human 

on a scale that can be seen as wood splitter in a dense forest of time 

and space. The evolution of humans in this forest is a highly 

compressed process of countless adaptations and extensions that 

developed the genetic mind of the species harmoniously in 

accordance with Creator. Even when it seems as if it is a randomly 

mutating collection of missteps and the survival of the fittest, the 

genetic mind of the race of the elderly, which is involved in the 

development of the young species on terra, works on this accurately 

over a long period of time that exceeds all imagination. The way into 

the future of this species proceeds according to a blueprint that is 

deeply woven into the genetic mind. When the level of the state is 

understood, the species awakens to new horizons and once arrived 

it develops its true nature and its individual purpose.  

From the species now back to the self. Through the initial 

occupation of a body the consciousness is directly limited in a 

physical, emotional and mental spectrum of perception and thus 

also in its expression. 

To stay with the example of the piano. The concert is to be 

developed to extend experience from the given piano with all its 

existing properties and flaws. 

Every consciousness is at the time of the merge in a unique stage of 

its experience. It strives to completeness and unity with all that can 
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be achieved only when the consciousness is outside of time and 

perceives its own existence in timelessness. 

Thus, it is the consciousness that is as a component of the self the 

engine, which searches for the deeper understanding of existence. 

In this picture, the consciousness is an intelligence with the ability 

of self-perception. And intelligence is the processing of information 

through understanding. In the context of the limited self the 

intelligence is the processing of information that can be received 

through the five senses. 

Intelligence in turn processes information in the reality of self, 

recognizes rational contradictions generated objectives from the 

identified rational problems, but also by physical needs and 

coordinates actions to achieve the objectives over time. These 

objectives may be quite conflicting and will then form part of the 

human drama. 

The consciousness limits itself by merging with the human body at 

will to experience the separation from the cosmic consciousness. In 

this state of separation, the consciousness limits itself to gain new 

experiences and to obtain a deeper understanding of the reason of 

being, the underlying blueprint and the grand vision of existence. 

Through this willful process of merging with a human body and by 

obtaining a deeper understanding the mind can transform itself 

into a conscious integrated component of the cosmos. It is made 

possible because the consciousness can collect, store and can 

redirect the purpose of the usage of energies through belief systems 

by using the human body. 

Through consciousness the propulsion to watch out for a divine 

connection and experience a connecting to Creator is generated 

within the human body because despite the limitation and 

reduction within a body there is a cosmic bond noticeable, albeit 

often very weak. When the self becomes aware of its creative force 
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to convert energy from assumptions and suggestions through 

existing belief systems it awakens. When this conversion of energy 

leads to a way of life that gently follows the existence of the grand 

vision, then it becomes the carrier of the reality of cosmic 

consciousness and the architect of a new principle of existence. 

In the combination of body and consciousness the self explores 

principles of evolution on Terra and expects to find the knowledge 

of the existence by a savior. 

The alignment of a self to external circumstances and desire secures 

indeed the physical existence and a striving to physical wellbeing 

and integrity, but it is also the source of the human drama, of the 

misunderstandings and fallibilities. And the expectation to get a 

salvation comfortably delivered from someone else, from a savior is 

indeed rooted in ancient myth, but does not lead the self to the 

expected experience. It would be as if a recipe would be placed next 

to the ingredients in the expectation that such the prestigious food 

would cook itself. 

Objective of the consciousness and therefore also the reason to dive 

through a physical reality in a body is it to make a special 

experience. An experience that goes far beyond what spiritual 

leader called an enlightenment or ascension. It is the experience of 

transformation from a separated consciousness towards the 

consciousness of wholeness. To achieve it the activation of the 

source codes of the consciousness that allows for such a 

transformation is needed. 

The source code is not the DNA, because the source code is part of 

the consciousness, it programs the body's DNA matrix at the time 

of merging  to gather specific prior to the merge specified 

experiences among other things. And the DNA is the manifested 

interactive execution instruction for a physical body and its limited 

existence within time and space. Thus, the human body itself 
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cannot perform the activation of the source code, it is possible 

through consciousness. Only there where the source code is located. 

A transformative experience towards wholeness cannot be achieved 

by an outwardly directed life. The binding to externals, to objects of 

desire or influence through power and control hinders an internal 

alignment of the self by the temptations of the externals. This 

especially because a separation from externals is valuated with the 

energy contribution that it’s obtaining has consumed. It gives the 

impression of losing something and to give up what was once a 

beloved need and a desire and where energy has been invested in. 

This leads to a connection, whose separation would be a major 

effort. Neutrally, the obtaining and separation of desired things is 

also an important experience that leads towards wholeness. 

In addition, nearly every social structure on Terra promotes the 

orientation to the external. To a better status, the better car, the 

higher incomes and a higher rank. These is the mechanic of survival 

of a structure that depends on the orientation of a self on externals. 
Thereby is the view from the eyes into the world seductive and easy 

and encourages the structure. The view to the inner seems to be 

shapeless up to nonexistent. At least at first glance. And to learn to 

perceive the inner is not supported by the structure. 

Also a life along a belief system that consist solely of assumptions 

and suggestions of an evolution and the liberation through a savior, 

cannot create this specific experience, but it is also an important 

contribution toward the experience of wholeness. 

It is fairly easy to recognize the consciousness of a self. To look at 

ones hand, moving the view upward the arm, to the shoulder, then 

mentally up the neck to the head and asking oneself the question, 

why am I doing this? Why do I want to identify the self? This 

questions are already reaching to the inner of the self. And if the 

external does not bother the consciousness anymore - with closed 

eyes for example - when one plays out the imagination, fantasy, and 
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personal affectations, is this the inward contribution of the 

consciousness to the concert of the life of a self. There the inner is 

to experience and only there the transformative experience of 

wholeness can be perceived in timelessness. It is so direct and is 

permanently available, because it is part of the self. 

The signals of this characters reach into the mind of the body 

through the eyes or ears and are processed based on the local 

context of a knowledge of the language. They get enriched with 

impressions to understand exactly this here in the now. This 

enriched composition is the decoded sense of this sentence that gets 

synthesized and is going to be transmitted to the highest frequent 

location where the consciousness is located in this particular 

moment. This is the connection to the timeless immortal 

consciousness of the self. 

To get a better sense of the self, it is helpful to observe the self. 

Before the merge the consciousness clarified the circumstances of 

what should be experienced through the body. Prior to the merge it 

modulated the DNA via its source code and coded talents and 

preferences in it. Along with the observation how to position in the 

life situations these are the good hints even when they are acquired 

and conditioned in this life in the environment of Terra within time 

and space. 

To find the deeper sense of existence and rise into wholeness is the 

transformative experience that the consciousness strives to. And 

this, because the consciousness is indeed emerged from this 

wholeness out of an inexhaustible intelligence, immortal, equally 

and of the same stuff of wholeness that is known as the source of all 

creation. Once born from this source the consciousness can never 

die. It is also not possible to refuse or to withdraw from the highest 

frequency that is the core identity of the consciousness. Deep inside 

this knowledge is available and at least there is only the question of 

the reason of individualization left. 
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THE MOST COMPLETE INDIVIDUAL 

CONSCIOUSNESS 
It's easy to understand that a limited individual consciousness of 

the self is different from the consciousness of others. A cut into a 

finger triggers no physical pain at the other. Empathy shows a 

deeper binding, but the physical pain and physical injury is 

individually there where the cut happens, and not in someone else. 

The self is sovereign and individual in its experiences, its decisions, 

in its feelings and in the composition of its expression. It is also 

unique with its experience. This uniqueness is also true in terms of 

the activated source code, which is translated as DNA within the 

human body. 

The activation of the entire source code of a consciousness enables 

it to express, to create, perceive and understand almost limitless 

within the time and space universes. And the motivation to explore 

is a direct heritage of the core identity of the creator. The activation 

of all source code represents the maximum capacity that is provided 

by the creation. And with that the consciousness gets most close to 

the capacity of the inexhaustible intelligence of the source. The 

capacity does not only include the understanding of space or 

physical relationships. It's about expanding the capacity through 

the exploration of new emotional states that enriches the cosmic 

consciousness in its wisdom, because exploration brings forth 

wisdom. 

Spiritual leaders who have described their special experiences on 

their expedition with terms like enlightenment, vision, ascension, 

the achievement of Nirvana or obtaining a cosmic consciousness, 

are only initial ideas of a human to evolve towards the most 

complete individual consciousness. Because a consciousness with 

fully activated source code is a formless and unlimited intelligence. 

In this state the consciousness experiences everything from that 

perspective that all life is pure love in its fullest expression and that 
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life in its diversity is conceived of this one concept and that this 

consists forever. And a life according to this perspective leads the 

human body from its individual reality towards the reality of the 

source of all creation. Experiencing according to this perspective 

does activate the source code. 

That all is pure love is in the context of the human drama on Terra 

difficult to understand. How can all the suffering, wars, dominance 

and control, the battle of beliefs and an extremely intelligent, 

interconnected and organized elite that projects torment and 

slavery on every human being be an expression of perfect and 

unconditional love? 

And to discover this very love in all this is the challenge that a 

consciousness has signed for, as it willingly limited itself within the 

human body to life here as self in human form. It is the paradox of 

life to be pushed to a limit performed by the hardness of a structure 

that allows love behind all to be the only left conclusion. 

In an already perfect environment where everything is made of joy 

and ease, where every wish manifests itself immediately and where 

a self does not have to move to gain full happiness, where there are 

no challenges, the universe cannot expand in whole experience and 

the purpose of a contribution would not be given. Only at the brink 

of the new, of that what a consciousness still did not contribute, far 

from safe environments, perceptions and actions, the contribution 

is getting developed and there it is gaining profile. 

Only the experience of a borderline situation, limited and cut off 

from the knowing of the immortality of the consciousness and 

without being able to rely on experiences from other experienced 

lifes, and by the separation from the structure unfolds the true 

perception and the nature of the self. In the known everyday life a 

master might learn not much and would be also too involved to 

draw actively closer this experience. 
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Especially considering the current events and revelations, there is 

an almost overwhelming stock of pressure and control, as if an 

invisible director has turned on and on the experience in the field of 

tension and tries shout out “How far do I have to spread the duality 

of good and evil until you are ready to realize that it is your objective 

to find the nature of love in all and everything? Until you in human 

form did raise enough and perceive that the concept of your 

existence is it to evolve your selves toward wholeness? Do you all 

not see the unconditional love in the fact that I let you play any role, 

good or evil and that I love you all the same way for your wonderful 

contribution?” 

Truly grasping this as knowledge, everything on its head. 

A fight becomes gratitude to the challenge to rethink ones belief 

system. 

A hopeless situation and threat becomes an appreciation of the 
fact that a self is considered that strong that it has received the 
task to develop a solution. 
 
From the realization that the potential of an inexhaustible 

intelligence inside, and in all life and all time surrounding one and 

that there is a cosmic partner around everyone that gets perfectly 

into the self and wraps itself around the self and that provides 

always valuable adventures originates a nurturing and caring of all 

life. 

Considering conspiratorial ideas and the unveiling of the incredible 

knowledge, the influence and the financial ability of some 

organizations of the structure, the conclusion seems likely that 

there are those among the most influential people who do know 

about this nature of things. And it can surely be assumed that not 

many actors in the chain of execution are aware of their real 

contribution and the configuration of their self because of their 

limited existence. 
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One thing is clear. As a result, the plan works. At present the people 

are waking up and discover the values of a responsible, enlightened 

lifestyle. The perception changes from shortage towards 

inexhaustible potentials. The perfection of this communal 

interaction is breathtaking and reveals an idea of the governing 

intelligence. 

There are two kinds of consciousness in the cosmos. And one of 

them is the consciousness of the self that has been separated from 

its birthing source and therefore individualized for the purpose to 

gain new insight and the adaptation of information. It is this kind 

that inhabits the human body. And this kind explores the time and 

space universes in all dimensions in an infinite variety to express 

and constantly change. 

THE COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS 
The second kind of consciousness, the cosmic partner of the 

individualized kind is the cosmic consciousness. Such as the 

consciousness of a self is perceptive and expressive to adapt to 

information in constant changes and to gain experience, the cosmic 

consciousness is a living template of adjusted potential energies and 

experiences. The cosmic consciousness reacts to perceptions and 

actions of the consciousness of self. It is like an infinite intelligent 

combined personality that responds to perceptions and actions of 

the consciousness of a self just as the surface of a body of water 

reflects the image of the environment. Every consciousness of a self 

has the potential to transform the human body into a body for the 

most complete individual consciousness. However, this 

transformation depends on whether the self reflects an image of the 

complete individual consciousness on the "mirror" of the cosmic 

consciousness, or a lesser one that is only a distortion of its true 

existence. 

The mirroring occurs through belief systems. Because belief 

systems bear and focus energies to this mirror and the cosmic 
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consciousness creates a perfect turn that includes everything, so 

that the self can experience the results of its belief systems. The 

pitfall in this perfect dance of fulfillment of the wishes is the 

vagueness and inconsistency that may be contained in belief 

systems. In Inexhaustible intelligence and in the permanent act of 

unconditional love the cosmic consciousness finds a world of 

experience where the belief systems of the self can be put to the test. 

The relationship of the self to cosmic consciousness is essential to 

cultivate because it reflects the degree of acceptance of the self to 

the myriad forms and manifestations of life. This interaction is the 

interference concept that illustrates the connection of the individual 

with the cosmic consciousness. 

The universe with the component of cosmic consciousness is by no 

means a mechanical separated system or one that gives the self an 

absurd fate. It is the kind and perfect support of the cosmic 

consciousness to be perfectly fair to every consciousness in any 

condition using its inexhaustible intelligence. This in the quality of 

the self perception that is projected to the “mirror” of the cosmic 

consciousness.  

When the self recognizes the perfection of this dance despite his 
limited existence in the human body and despite the temporal 
distance from a developed believe system to its unfolding in the 
world of experience, this results in a deep gratitude to this 
relationship and support. And it is a masterful partnership, because 
the contribution of the self is the perception and action to the 
objectives of expansion. And it is also its responsibility to develop 
belief systems that draw closer to the perfect "mirror image". Also 
the consciousness of the self is not mechanical, because in the 
decisions in its reality it can express free will of its formless 
consciousness. And this leads away from a mechanical, purely 
logical universe that could be fully simulated. 
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LIFE PRINCIPLES TOWARD TRANSFORMATION 
That belief systems are a strong force, anyone can observe from 

personal experience. The will of a desire, the wish so to say is 

sending according to the quality of its underlying believe systems 

and the cosmic consciousness delivers a reality to rate this. 

As example: The desire to own a house manifests a house. However 

not just any, but rather one in exactly the precision that the self can 

imagine or that it’s believe systems would permit. There where the 

imagination is not specified the cosmic consciousness fills the gaps 

according to a perfect result according all other believe systems and 

circumstances of the current reality of the self. A self might believe 

in the value owning a house along it’s believe of its status and it 

contains another hidden believe system to always have hard luck. 

In the space of possibilities achieving its reality then provides a 

home, but with a fundamental water damage in the basement, as it 

turns out after the purchase. 

It is a perfect reflection of the belief systems of the self and finally 

points to the responsibility to improve its belief systems concerning 

a better understanding of its completeness. It is also associated with 

a deep commitment to expansion, anchored in the grant vision of 

existence. 

This is best achieved when the self directs its belief systems 

according to the principles of the most complete individual 

consciousness and thus approaches a transformative experience. 

This does in the dynamic of life not lead to many uniform selves, 

but to a higher degree of harmony with life and the coexistence 

within the whole. In addition, the consciousness is programmed in 

the sense of its personal source code to transform energy in 

numerous and creative ways. When the self acts according to the 

following described principles of life and aligns its energy 

transforming belief systems in such a way, it can be a master to 

overcome its own limitations. 
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The dance of the two types of consciousness do lead to an ever 

increasing understanding of the whole, and this leads to the 

transformative experience within the self. 

It is therefore vital to align the reality towards the most complete 

individual consciousness. And this is possible through gratitude, 

the steady perception of creation and the dignity for life in any 

circumstances. At following the principles the self experiences a 

deeper meaning in comparison to the apparently random events in 

a universal and personal context. 

Before these principles are illustrated, let a summary be allowed. 

The human body is animated by an immortal consciousness that is 

aware of the deep connection with the cosmos. For the purpose of 

expansion and improvement of the understanding, it limits itself 

into a genetic body that is a composition of biological, emotional, 

and mental abilities. 

The binding of the consciousness to its vehicle is made possible 

through DNA, which is programmed prior to the merge at the 

beginning of a life in the time and space universes and that the 

consciousness has access to. The body allows the storage and 

redirection of energy materialized in a physical world that can be 

perceived with his five senses. It is the process of life that causes the 

expansion of experience by energies that manifest through belief 

systems and that can be tested around the clock because of the 

interference of the inexhaustible intelligence and in full perfection 

of the cosmic consciousness. Belief systems are formed by 

assumptions and perceptions that are partially defined by existing 

rules of the body, its evolution, through experience and by 

programming through the source code of consciousness. 

Time and space is also manifested by belief systems, which 

transforms the inexhaustible, intelligent, multi-dimensional 

vibrating energy through consciousness into the time and space 
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universe. It represents the environment of the human body and its 

materialized foundation itself. As a stable belief system at the lowest 

level the already realized physically energy forces have been 

established. These are gravity, electromagnetic force, the weak and 

the strong interaction. The component of intelligent consciousness 

in this energy and the impact of consciousness to this forces will 

certainly be better described by the physics in the future, as far as it 

is has at least regular observable recognizability in time and space. 

But, it is not an abstract Creator, who directs the development of his 

grand vision from above from the highest realms of the ivory tower. 

It drives the inexhaustible intelligence through energy from the 

foundation into existence. 

In a spiritual sense this vibrating energy is in its multidimensional 

frequency the purest love and besides the perceiving and deciding 

consciousness energy is the second component in the cosmos. It is 

the carrier system in which individualized sovereign consciousness 

manifests and can play itself out in a perfect dance with the cosmic 

consciousness. And through this the infinite intelligence of Creator 

expresses itself omnipresent. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF GRATITUDE 
When the perfect support of the cosmic consciousness to the 

shaping of a self-image is recognized, an appreciation of this 

interference arises. The whole universe is a collective intelligence 

that unites in ever expanding complexity from its fundamental 

energetic foundation and that acts identically on all levels of its 

parts. And at each stage of this self-generating conscious creation is 

a correlation to cosmic consciousness. The ability of a 

consciousness to freely design belief systems, the mirroring of these 

systems on the cosmic consciousness to experience and to examine 

leads to the gratitude of the experience, if it is really understood. 

When it is clear that the design of a personal reality arises through 

this partnership. And the reality to experience is completely free 

from external control and conditions when the self projects an 
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image of the most complete individual consciousness on the 

supportive "mirror" of the cosmic consciousness. Appreciation 

arises when it is recognized how precisely and perfect this exchange 

of energies in each moment of life takes place. And thus an 

enormous and natural sense of gratitude flows from self towards the 

cosmic consciousness. 

It is this gratitude that allows the self to transform the human body 

into an expression of the most complete individual consciousness. 

This realization creates a belief system that concentrates energies 

and is able to activate the source code of the consciousness that will 

unlock this transfer in DNA. The relationship of the self to the 

cosmic consciousness is essential to cultivate, because it determines 

more than anything else how accepted a self is in relation to the 

variety of forms and experiences. 

The greatest possible life in harmony is achieved by the 

understanding that changes in the experiencing reality of a self is 

accepted as a changing personality of the cosmic consciousness. A 

life with the knowledge of this exchange allows to live out a reality 

free of judgment and fear. It is a path to unconditional love, to 

experience life in all its variants as a single, unified intelligence that 

responds perfectly to the projected image of the self. A harmonic 

relationship to the cosmic consciousness does not mean that life is 

free of problems or discomfort, it provides rather a sense in what 

life offers to experience. The identification of problems is one of the 

key components of a life form to improve the external 

circumstances and the ability to have problems, which are 

converted into goals, is an important perceiving element for 

navigation in life. But the outflow of gratitude through appreciation 

of the relationship to the cosmic consciousness attracts life 

experiences that promotes the transformation to completion. These 

are experiences that reveal the purpose and deepest meanings and 

sacrifice to the formative purpose of life. 
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The feeling of gratitude transposed through appreciation is 

expressed like an invisible message in all directions and all times. 

This expression is the universal motive that is desired by the self. 

Every thought, every breath, every movement is focused on 

expressing this gratitude. This speeds up the approximation to the 

ideal reality of the most complete individual consciousness and 

supports the transformation of the self. 

The reason why this relationship is not always clear is caused by 

time. It deforms the perception of the perfect alignment. Time is 

engaged in the cause-effect detection, allows the experience of the 

energetic impulses of a belief system to appear randomly and 

established periods of time, which obscure this relationship. Time 

generates a separation to experience and this creates doubt of the 

existence of the cosmic consciousness, its unconditional love and its 

fairness. However it are these periods of time that enable the 

understanding of fateful events through reflection and are often the 

reason for the activation of the source code, which initiate an 

extension of the DNA in the human body towards the most 

complete individual consciousness. These periods thus establish a 

more intimate and more harmonic relationship to the cosmic 

consciousness. 

Thus what is causing the activation of the source code, is knowledge 

and perception. It is the intention and understanding, and it is this 

that has to be converted into an energetic belief system. To realize 

and to understand, that this interrelationship is present in every life 

situation and that the appreciation should be expressed in gratitude 

leads therefore to the activation of the source code. 

THE PRINCIPLE TO PERCEIVE CREATOR 
This principle explains that Creator is always recognizable in 

everything. It is itself, which manifests in all forms by the projection 

of its inexhaustible intelligence. Although Creator with its unifying 

power can be perceived even in the strongest distortion of the living 
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conditions. The manifestations may still seem so incoherent and 

chaotic, but it is the act of recognition that makes a difference. This 

act enables the body to perceive the vibrations of equality that ray 

out from Creator into the individualized realities and forms that all 

forms of life share and have in common. This energy vibrates in its 

pristine, timeless status identical in all manifestations, and this is 

the shared realm, which unites everything with Creator. When the 

self begins to perceive every expression and every manifestation of 

life with a view of equality, it can see the creator in all things. By 

practicing of recognizing this seemingly abstract principle becomes 

clearer. All experiences, situations and perceptions need the 

indisputable expectation that Creator always presents itself in the 

situation in complete perfection. Everything is in its legitimated 

position, is performed in the best possible function and unfolds its 

purpose according to the greatest possible expression in the now. It 

is the outlook that all life regardless its features and conditions is in 

the best possible state of realization and experience. It is the 

perception that life in its unfolding is perfect because it flows from 

perfection. And regardless how divergent its manifestations are, is 

life an unfolding of the reality of Creator. 

That sounds naive in the context of tensions on Terra. How can the 

drama on Terra be perceived as any time perfect?  

And it is precisely in this apparent contradiction where the 

perfection can be perceived. Because the individual consciousness 

binds itself through genetics to a body that causes in the dimensions 

of time and space and the elements of energy and matter a limiting 

perspective of perception. And only this limiting perception makes 

it possible to collect valuable experiences and thus to contribute to 

the expansion on its journey back to perfection. The consciousness 

is widely unexpressed in the self and undervalued in the human 

drama, so the obvious fallibilities of life are perceived as an obstacle 

rather than as perfect. 
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Life is perfect in its solution to expansion and manifestation and is 

an expression of unlimited intelligence. The expansion is the 

purpose of life, set out in the grand vision, driven by the power that 

the equivalent vibration, so the presence of Creator can be 

perceived in everything. The sensory signals of these vibrations that 

are limited to specific frequency ranges that the human senses can 

perceive do transport only an echo of the real equivalent vibrations. 

The original vibration can only be perceived through conscious and 

focused thought and the capability to look beyond the things. Only 

this makes it possible to see the picture of perfection and equality 

in all things behind a situation. 

To accept that a limited perspective and thus limited assumptions 

and understandings distort the picture of perfection, is the first 

step. Every life circumstances are undoubtedly perfect any time and 

in all levels and dimensions. When this is not felt as such, it is an 

indication that it simply has to be looked out to more understanding 

and knowledge in order to recognize the perfection that is in fact 

present in everything. The human body has a warning system of 

misperceptions in its autonomous intelligence. This are the 

emotional skills, which are expressed by the perception of feelings. 

If an experienced situation feels uncomfortable, the understandings 

and suggestions of the causal belief systems do have to be 

modulated through focused thinking in such a way that perfection 

can be perceived. The adjustment and expanding of belief systems 

transform energies immediately based on the integrated insights 

and opened a more harmonious relationship with life. 

That is the responsibility of a self. It is the contribution to gain a 

better understanding and it is also the reason why life plays out in 

such a variety. 

This insight requires new sensory systems that goes beyond the five 

senses. Expanding senses that reflect more than the current 

philosophy of understanding. This new sense arise from the 

activation of the source code that modulates the genetics of the 
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body. This is the first phase of the transformative experience that 

puts the body not only in a position to feel the presence of Creator, 

but also the timeless essence in all life that is separated and 

individualized from this creating source. 

The perception of the consciousness in the self is the ideal way to 

activate an ongoing sensitivity of the equivalent vibration. Thus the 

self can develop the ability to feel Creator in everything which is not 

only represented in all various manifestations of energy, but also in 

the wholeness. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF DIGNITY FOR THE LIFE 
Life in this context is meant as the realm of experience or the reality 

of the self. It is the existence of the autonomous perspective, which 

is expressed through the human body. Life is the sum of experiences 

that flows into the temporal dimension of the dominant presence. 

It is no final experience in the sense of a beginning or an end, but 

rather an ongoing expansion to express the omnipresent 

intelligence of the reality of Creator in the whole universe. 

The dignity for life and the circumstances is that action to identify 

in any energy the motivation of the highest intention towards its 

fullest expression. This identification is to be performed without 

evaluation, analysis, judgment or attachment to a conclusion. It is 

the simple appreciation and nursing of the energy that flows from 

all manifestations and supports so the expression of life. 

Turning away from the ordinary perception that only the impact, 

insights, experiences, forms and relationships are supported, which 

are consistent with the personal will, it changes towards to the 

dignity of all expressions. It is the appreciation of the unfolding of 

energy as extension of the life of Creator, which is expressed by his 

inexhaustible intelligence. 
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This leads to the conclusion that there is no wrong, misdirected or 

with maliciously charged energy. Even such perceived impulses are 

energies in search of a higher expression. 

Again, the dignity for life and its circumstances is the acting that 

does support the current circumstances of any occurrences to their 

highest expression. It requires the ability to recognize this highest 

expression in everything just as it encounters the subjective reality. 

Energy is a fundamental driving force of life that is intelligent above 

all understanding and through that Creator lets flow its boundless 

wisdom. Therefore energy unfolds and develops constantly, even if 

it addresses human motives that do not seem to follow the highest 

expression. It is never static or pushing back in its natural state, but 

always preserving. The primary purpose of the human body is to 

develop a mode of expression through this energy and perception 

to expand the personal reality of the self to get closer to the 

perspective of the complete individual consciousness. 

There are many ways to respect the life of the current 

circumstances. The consciousness of the self is programmed within 

its source code to transform energy into the parameters of the form 

and talents in different ways and to store and redirect them through 

the body. In all cases, the energy of the personal or the cosmic vision 

should serve the expansion and the well-being. 

The conversion of energy into a life is most effectively possible by 

developing belief systems. Assumptions and suggestions of a belief 

system are the source to generate this energy, which is converted to 

currents by the rules of the system, enabling the concrete life 

experiences. Energies are modulated by the belief systems in their 

frequencies and represent the "mirror" that is projected on the 

cosmic consciousness. To approach a reality that reflects the reality 

of the complete individual consciousness with higher accuracy, 

those belief systems are to maintain and to be modulated in a way 

that supports life in all its diversity. The clearer and non-
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contradictory these assumptions and expectations are, the more 

directly the energy system, its currents and the resulting life 

experiences are involved in the now. The “mirror” of the cosmic 

consciousness provides life circumstances based on exactly this 

precision. In this sense, the universe of the self is one big wish 

machine, delivers the circumstances to life in the quality as they are 

wished. And this takes place in a perfect precision that cannot be 

covered by the five senses, but only with mental capacities because 

of the effect of time and the limited perception of the echoes of the 

vibrational fields. Moreover, the reflections in the individual reality 

take place in the period of time and with the variance, which is 

defined by the energy producing belief systems. Because often 

several partially contradictory systems are involved in the 

modulation of the mirror image in sequentially appearing contexts, 

the identification of the perception of that perfection is difficult. 

The human body confirms this precision with its emotional skills 

through feelings. When the association of things experienced to the 

belief systems succeed and the emotions are negative emotions, 

then the belief system is not suitable for the self. Or explained the 

other way around. By fathoming the feelings in accordance to the 

causing belief systems an improvement on what the self likes takes 

place – in result the self perception will be improved. 

Again, dignity for the life is critical for both personal and for the 

universal reality that contains all the vibrational fields that are 

driven by energy systems and all are interwoven like the threads of 

a fabric. By the realization of the creative power of the conversion 

of energy the self awakens. And if it so chooses a sustainable 

support of all life, it is a carrier of the reality of Creator and becomes 

the architect of a new concept of existence. 
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THE PRACTICING OF THE PRINCIPLES 
When the self applies the principles of life the consciousness takes 

over more and more the identity of the cosmic intelligence and the 

human body more and more the identity of the consciousness. Then 

the consciousness awakens and transforms to the most complete 

individual consciousness. When the purpose is not the shift in 

consciousness towards the most complete individual 

consciousness, such other purposes remain misunderstood, 

because the mirror image of the cosmic consciousness remains 

distorted and the catalytic effect to the practicing of the principles 

remains inactive. Also this is an indication of the perfection with 

which Creator has brought the grand vision into existence. 

At full activation of the source code, it is the perspective of the most 

complete individual consciousness that all life is pure love and is 

always in the fullest possible expression of its status and that every 

life stays forever in this concept. 

This is the fundamental belief and all other views and suggestions 

derive from it harmoniously with the intention to support this 

essential perspective. 

From the universe of wholeness as the birthplace originates, 

develops and confirms each life. And the life principles provide the 

dignity through observation, perception and appreciation, as well 

as navigating through supportive expressions and behavior. 

It should therefore be clear that a whole universe reacts directly to 

the intentions and actions of the self. It is the gift of Creator in its 

expression of unconditional love that has contracted the individual 

consciousness as a partner of creation to work on for expansion and 

to fulfill its grant vision. 

Because each unfolding in the field of its inexhaustible love comes 

with an unlimited supply of energy in this playing field, it is 

unreasonable to believe that it has any intention to judge or punish. 
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It would have created the frame of opportunities differently in its 

perfection. But the frame favors the practicing of life principles that 

represent an approach towards its reality. When Creator would 

punish the motivation and decisions of the exploration of new 

fields, the borders of individuality and free will would have been set 

too narrow. When the self would be in risk of committing a sin with 

every decision, then it would be more of an automaton than a spirit 

of research and that would certainly not be a valuable contribution 

on the way to completion. 

Without the chance of authentic exploration of the worlds of 

creation, the value would be severely limited both for the creator as 

well as for the individual consciousness. And without being able to 

dive in any conceivable darkness with the decisions, the 

development of uniqueness would not be given. This should not be 

understood as an invitation. It simply provides the broad 

framework of the scope of development of believe systems and the 

given range of free will. 

Individuality and independence were the gifts to the consciousness 

and a unique insight is the gift to Creator. The only notable expected 

setting to the self is it to take care of itself and to deliver a unique 

perspective during its journey in its genetic body and within its time 

to Creator. 

The recognition of equality of the individual consciousness to the 

cosmic consciousness becomes apparent when it is clear that the 

field of experience cannot be simulated as a mechanical universe, 

because each energy unfolding consciousness has the capabilities of 

free will. This is an essential part of the perfect design of existence. 

There is a strong statement that Creator would not roll the dice and 

there has to be an undiscovered arithmetic formula somewhere in 

the foundation of the energetic fields. Within the recognized 

physical laws in the frequency ranges of vibration fields that reduce 

energy to time and space, this is down to a certain depth of 
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observation like that. But there is an additive component of a 

consciousness, recognizable beyond reason that is capable to 

request a status for deciding from the frequencies and that does this 

with its unrevokable free will. And this in the permanent field of the 

now that makes the change in the energetic status perceivable as 

time. 

In the human science of mathematics there is a good example of the 

presence and the influence. The symbol of infinity in an otherwise 

static formula is modulated in its meaning space through the 

intended context of the evaluating consciousness. The quantity of 

all whole numbers from 1 to infinity therefore corresponds exactly 

to the quantity of all whole numbers divisible by 2, because the 

observing consciousness spreads the meaning of infinity in both 

cases. So direct the engagement of the consciousness is to 

understand. 

That individualized consciousness on every level - not just this 

mainly mentioned instance that is able to occupy the human body - 

is acting on the fields of the current universes underlines the 

supportive dignity for all life in its many expressions and 

manifestations. This should in particular lead to a convergence of 

group consciousness of humanity and should shape to deal 

differently than it is at present with its environment, which is also 

the alive and conscious planetary body of Terra. 

The principles presented are merely symbolic recipes for the 

development of the self towards the transformative experience. 

There are no rituals or techniques that are required for the 

application of these principles, because it are just perception 

perspectives. Depending on the implementation of a lifestyle in 

accordance with these perspectives the activation of the source code 

takes place sooner or rather later. And this only when the objectives 

are in line with the perspective of Creator. 
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The power of transformation is induced by a certain attitude and 

thoughts. The extension of the senses is the expansion of the 

spectrum of perception of the frequency fields of the reality of the 

self by expanding the use of DNA from the untapped areas. 

THE HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE 
The grand vision stipulates an expansion to transform the 

generating energies of the consciousness by its assumptions and 

suggestions into ever new vibrational fields. Assumptions and 

suggestions can create new structures and new consciousness, 

which sits on the carrier system of previously established stable 

frequency fields. By the decision component of the free will, there 

are generated frequencies that are disharmonic in the 

multidimensional field of its environment and therefore stays only 

shortly in its manifested state. In addition, the resonance to the 

bounding fields is not supportive then. In the expansion of a 

hierarchical structure the adding or subtracting fields are therefore 

automatically subject to an ongoing expansive examination and the 

structure would directly break down in favor of a more complete 

concept if the accordance cannot be established and contradictions 

would remain. 

There are numerous frequency ranges, and therefore stable belief 

systems where regularities such as for example the physical laws in 

the frequency domain of time and space sustain a stable structure. 

As this time and space is only a part of the vibrational realm of 

multi-dimensional fields, variances in time are established. These 

parallel timelines do play out within the scope of degrees of freedom 

of decisions within belief systems and therefore do influence the 

current highest conscious structures only on a tiny scale. 

As an example, it is unlikely that the choice of two available types of 

wine for dinner substantially alter the time and space vibrations of 

larger structures. This choice, or better the parallel acting out of the 
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two decisions lead to horizontal variances in time with little 

interference created by the decision of this parallel timelines. 

The dominant consciousness on every level remains where it can 

provide the best results for the grand vision for expansion and 

insight. However, when contradictions or disharmonies occur at the 

boundary of the established systems at all levels towards a larger 

structure, then the entire structure tilts and the now most successful 

alternative timeline takes over the dominance and binds the 

perception of consciousness as the primary basis of perception. 

The decision that caused the event of a change of the dominant 

consciousness, establishes a vertical junction in the timeline tree. 

The parallel timelines and expressions in other dimensions exist 

continuously, only the dominance of a particular state of 

consciousness concretized in his individual reality. 

This ensures that the system of beliefs and suggestions as a 

foundation for decisions to modulate at all levels of the hierarchical 

structure while continuously expanding does remain stable and 

does not collapse. Even this rule is a blueprint of an early stage of 

expansion and can - of course, as at all other levels - lose its 

dominance in favor of a better model. 

Thus, a hierarchical structure has spread to the limits of the known 

cosmos and every consciousness is part of that. This applies to time 

and space where matter is manifested by stable frequency reducing 

belief systems on the lower to the human body perceptible levels of 

the hierarchy, but it is also true for the more free structures, for 

example in areas that are perceived in a self in its dreams, when the 

consciousness disconnects from the physical bond. Or even for 

concepts as formless manifestations within social structures from 

placebo effects in medicine to religious designs, mental attitudes, 

the existence of life outside Terra, manipulative media, shadow 

governments, significances of money, the tendency of the creation 
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of an overflow of limiting laws, concepts of music, art, theater play, 

or the control of an avatar in a computer game. 

But not only this manifested forms or formless concepts illustrate 

the structure. This hierarchical structure extends to the farthest 

reaches of the cosmos. It has branches that extend from each solar 

system in each dimension, and virtually all life forms are branches 

of this cosmic tree. A structure is therefore a collection of 

participants that have the need to invest their energies in the 

support of a substructure that is deeply entrenched somewhere in 

the greatest of all structures, the cosmic hierarchy. According to the 

grant vision the purpose of the structure is it to serve, and this is 

mostly translated into a concept of an evolution and saviorship and 

in the teacher / student order of the universe. 

The hierarchical structure is comparable to the body of a human. It 

is the embodiment of Creator who formed the experienceable 

universe through the structure and lives in it at the same time. 

Thus, the fundamental value of the structure to support or in terms 

of a social organization in principle obligated to support and serve 

its contained elements. The hierarchical structure operates unlike 

of its elements not with a consciousness, but the acting consciously 

participating elements do form the cohesion. 

Therefore, the structure itself has no free will, because it is the 

addition of the belief systems of its elements. However, a structure 

tends to integrate and limit its elements and integrate them into a 

structure that self cannot achieve its transformative experience. 

The establishment of limits and controls of the structure is given 

because an individual self within the structure causes fear and 

alarm. A self can completely dissolve the dominant course of time 

and thus a partial structure if it is able to eliminate the weaknesses 

of the structure by a more perfect model. 
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The application of the principles of life support at sincere intention 

and use the separation from the structure and speed it up to change 

into the perspective of wholeness. This improves the insights and 

the ability to perceive new realities, to shape these as a learning 

adventure and to expand and thus to liberate the consciousness. 

LIMITING LANGUAGE 
One of the concepts of the hierarchical structure of a social 

environment is it to limit its controlling people by offering a 

language. Focusing on language as a unifying element reduces the 

space of expressions of belief systems down to the level of a 

language. The languages offered on Terra have only a very small 

vocabulary for spirituality, mental attitudes, feelings and concepts 

that promote a sovereignty. This for the purpose of ensuring the 

control. Pictures, scenes, music, and emotional complexes, even if 

they are able to describe a given context more precisely, are not 

supported as a mandatory contract, just as telepathic 

communication is not encouraged and trained, since it is less 

controllable by the structure. 

But almost all participants in the structure itself are the ones that 

demand to obtain a dependency along the structure, which is 

spanned between the reality of the cosmic consciousness and the 

consciousness of the self. Language is an instrument of power of the 

structure. It is the foundation of tyranny and involvement in 

pitfalls, even if language looks liberating and empowering at first 

glance. The reality of the cosmic consciousness takes place beyond 

any constructs of a language. It is whole in itself and has the purpose 

to represent the collective potential of all species within the 

universe of wholeness. It is the archetype of perfection and the 

foundation and the destiny of every consciousness at every level. It 

is so little tangible and far beyond any concepts, so that a limited 

self in the time and space escapes into a concept of language and 

thus moves toward a structure to describe the reality of the cosmic 

consciousness. 
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EVOLUTION AND SAVIORSHIP 
The structure and its self-sustaining control systems on Terra have 

produced a concept that describes the expansive creation of the 

structure. It is the concept of evolution. Just as there are as many 

truths as there is different consciousness, so the concept within the 

structure is a belief system, one that brought the current structure 

into existence is not to deny at first hand. But it does not explain the 

evolution by the principles of Darwin complete and it leaves gaps 

that do lead to contradictions when it tries to explain the real course 

of the development of changes. In addition, the concept of evolution 

are based on the reduction within the frequency ranges that are 

perceived as time and space. 

Moreover, the connection of the self to the cosmic consciousness is 

subliminally suppressed through the level of language, the 

manipulation of belief systems, through ritual controls, by binding 

to a flood of laws and by reducing the development of free space 

through monetary control systems. These are understandable 

survival mechanisms of the structure which is fighting for self-

preservation. 

It is in summary not the job of a structure to raise awareness of the 

self to recognize its sovereign status. The Self itself must have the 

will to want to be aware and to be free from all forms of external 

dependencies. This does not mean that there should be no ties in 

the form of friendships or in the involvement into a community. It 

is a warning that the structure in its self-preservation acts 

manipulative and that the relative truth is constantly changed in the 

hands of those that exercise a desire for control in terms of structure 

and that are rewarded for it by the structure. Even if their motives 

are benign, it is still a form of control. 

When the structure classifies information and withholds its 

publication that would jeopardize its existence, the manipulation of 

belief systems in the relative truth positions more toward 
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development and preservation of power, as it points to the 

sovereignty and the spreading of the authorization of the initial 

equality. In the application of language as a limiting tool the power 

of the self is abandoned in favor of the consultation of the relative 

truths of the structure. For the mind language is seductive and it 

supports desire for power. 

If the self In addition hands out its autonomous power to transform 

energy through a limited belief system of language that is 

transmitted from the structure back to the structure, the relative 

truth of the structure is conveyed and the self is hindered on his way 

to the transformative experience. It can cause the unexpected in 

trustworthy pictures and ideas to captivate the self to commit itself 

to a lesser truth as the cosmic reality. 

The presented manipulative models are the more absurd, the less 

the structure fulfills a real and serving purpose. And this tendency 

is also the natural termination of the structure that is increasingly 

sabotaging itself. An unfolding structure contains so many motives 

and sub-structures, so that it begins to hinder itself in this variety 

and finally becomes inefficient. And these inefficiencies hinders the 

task of development of its participants towards equality with 

Creator. Thus, in the self-serving concept of its structure the trap to 

its downfall is laid down. 

The structure therefore extends the concept of evolution by a savior 

concept. Resurrection using a savior is understood as a natural 

result of evolution. This is an ideal principle, to explain on the one 

hand a rapid development and on the other hand to relieve the 

participants of a sub tree to be self-aware of their forces. In the 

clever manipulative texts that are propagated by the structure as the 

truth, the evidence of a savior is provided and especially the waiting 

for the return. At the same time the self will be confirmed by 

language and other mechanisms in its inadequacy, so that there 

seems to be no other escape from the structure than to wait for an 

external savior. Part of the concept is based on the relative truth of 
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survival, in which the structure is pushing its participants. Against 

this background it is understandable that the taught history is of 

course written by those who benefit most from existence of the 

current structure. 

Therefore it can be assumed that the actual course of history is 

completely different. This is only a warning to the fact that the 

widespread history is a complete draft to preserve the structure and 

certainly does not correspond to the real course. Contradictions are 

played down and there are numerous instances in the substructure, 

who have been specialized in the dilution of the contradictions and 

in the protection of the publication of actual events. 

Against this background, the question is why in a perfect universe a 

manipulative power of this structure is possible? The reason is that 

the structure is in fact a critical component in the grant vision. It 

binds and protects its participants as well as to exercise control on 

it. It is the design of unity and it develops in its evolution a sense of 

belonging. The savior component creates not only a passive waiting 

for the hoped redemption. It represents the same time the knowing 

that there is a sense of higher vision. From there it is only a small 

step that each self identifies itself as chosen and takes its salvation 

into its own hands. Moreover, from a larger perspective, the 

overthrow of a manipulative structure is only a matter of time and 

it cannot permanently damage the self. There is always the degree 

of absurdity, which, when it is detected, serves as a springboard for 

the separation from the structure. This can be seen in the expat 

waves. And this also promotes the devotion towards a 

transformative experience. 

Focusing on a savior or a prophet is symptomatic for a species 

whose structure has been fixated on the concept of evolution. 

Spiritual leaders have developed a concept of existence, which went 

beyond the belief systems of the structure. As a result, they created 

a new access to new realities and were willing to share this vision 

for the price of the discussion and the expected disdain. In the 
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moment when their enlightenment experience is formulated by 

limiting language of which it becomes vulnerable and is above all 

interpreted by the structure and those who used such an experience 

for the defense of personal power. Because of the coupling to this 

massive structure, the experience is reduced to a level that this 

original portal into an extended reality is barely recognizable by that 

distortion. 

The interference never takes place between the cosmic 

consciousness and a structure or organization, but always between 

the cosmic consciousness and the self instead. The structure is 

connected with its own collective needs to fulfill its function and to 

deliver its leading players constantly more power. This at best to 

enforce a collective vision. Structures of the species that follow the 

concept of evolution will not enjoy the enforcement of a collective 

vision, because in their belief systems the hierarchical structure is 

shaped by the survival of the fittest. Consequently, the strongest 

determines the direction. This is neither wrong nor misguided in 

the sense of the grand vision. It's just not the most pleasant way of 

life for those who are not defined as strongest. In addition the 

nature of this belief system is a pyramid-like favored structure 

wherein many are carrying and only the top benefits. However, in 

terms of efficiency the fall of this system unfolds the greatest relief 

and transformative power on its foundational body. 

PRINCIPLES OF THE STRUCTURE ON TERRA 
On Terra developed from the concept of evolution and saviorship 

the structure is characterized by three primary principles. These 

explain the primary vectors of all political, religious and social 

developments. 

The first foundational motive is driven by an ancient transmission 

that Terra provides food and fulfillment of desires for only 500 

million humans. This prognosis has to be seen against the 

background of the efficiency of production of the time of the 
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estimation, but is still uncorrected the ruling motivation and 

explains the planned mass extinction of 6.5 billion humans. This 

beside the active continuous contamination of the air, water and the 

food chain, mass vaccinations and by the enforcing attempt to cause 

a third world war. 

The second foundational motive is it, that there are two sorts of 

humans. The one developed from the picture that there are leading 

families by their blood line and the others are the rest. This picture 

goes back to legends about a history of Lemuria and Atlantis that is 

a known history for the elite. Also here it is to suggest that the true 

history did play out differently and this is only known by the top of 

the steering organs, if at all. There is a high risk that at the end there 

are absolutely none historical records that are free from infiltrated 

interests from the people in power. But this motive dehumanizes 

the leading class and this believe system makes it possible to destroy 

or in minimum to enslave the “unworthy basis” of humanity 

without any moral scruples. Foundation of the possibilities is a 

clever and fine-tuned induction of this believe system into all 

participants of the structure. 

The third foundational motive is the believe system that resources 

on Terra are limited and that there must be the management of a 

lack of resources. This assumption is in the presence of an 

inexhaustible intelligent force of unfolding energies not to hold. But 

it explains at least the controlling aspects of using fossil resources 

to convert these into monetary structures of the elite, even if there 

are roughly since a century alternative technologies available. 

These three foundational motives legitimates the controlling forces 

to execute barbaric and inhumane acts with clean ethics through 

their performing workbench like governments, shadow 

governments and their financial systems. 

But up to now, these structures crumbled down and had to adjust 

their believe system towards a higher freedom of the participating 
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individuals. As examples: From slavery in Egypt over a slightly 

more loose system of the roman empire to the democratic systems 

of today, where the structure enables the highest degree of choices 

but under the highest control and by taking away more than ever 

from them. 

A stable structure can be only that one, that is orienting according 

to the described live principles and as long this is not the case, the 

absurdity and the destruction will each time increase the 

transformation of that individuals that are already close to the 

transformative experience. 

And in the recent times more and more human bodies are merged 

by such consciousness that do play already a whole another concert 

towards the transformative experience. 

To explain the special situation on Terra, one insight has to be 

considered. Part of the grant vision is the fact that a structure is 

never permitted to alter the free will of the self. But beside the 

manifold manipulative tricks of the controlling entities of the 

structure that “bend” the free will it reached a point where this rule 

is massively violated against the people and the live on Terra. This 

break of one of the primary directives is regulated by the cosmic 

intelligence as monitoring instance, so that the purpose of the 

structure is not misused. Principally, the impact on the structure 

was hardly prohibited. But not to interfere would have lead already 

in the complete extinction of all life on Terra and also to the 

complete destruction of Terra itself. Therefore another directive has 

been decreed by Creator to regulate the impact. This impact is in 

motion since a couple of decades and it will result into an event of a 

special kind shortly. It is the balancing of the maximum degrees of 

freedom and the same time due to the limiting and separation of a 

species that legitimates this kind of regulation. 
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THE TRANSFORMATIVE EXPERIENCE 
The human drama is due to the reduction of the consciousness of 

the self divided in the physical biological, emotional, and mental 

component of the human body. The through the senses perceived 

location in the frequencies of multi-dimensional vibrations that are 

modulated within the belief systems of time and space is limiting 

the perception and distorts the otherwise clear connection to the 

cosmic consciousness. That there is a direct relationship to 

expressing, to the opinion and to the assumptions to the world of 

experience, that there are no random accidents and no chaotic 

fateful events is often not recognized because of the time distance 

of sending through the belief systems towards to receiving of the 

associated experienced reality, but also by the variety of 

contradictory assumptions.  

Moreover, if additionally a power preserving structure with own 

motives acts on the self, it is in the daily struggle for survival almost 

impossible to recognize this connection. Furthermore, the structure 

propagates the arduous evolution model and the waiting for a 

savior, which veils this in depth suspected existence. All sub-

structures, such as religions, governments, the military, 

cooperation and families also reflect the evolutionary model in 

which the self gradually develops towards a better position. 

The alternative to evolution, which is a step by step shifting from a 

position within the hierarchical structure and that allows a release 

in maximum through an in the structure integrated savior is the 

concept of  faster ways within the structure to activate the source 

code and thus to enable a sudden transformation. 

While the formula of the evolution concept is: 

 The human body + structure = connection to Creator 

is the formula of the concept of transformation and completeness: 
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The consciousness of self + cosmic intelligence = 

equality to Creator 

 

Unlike the concept of evolution of the structure the transformation 

is the concept of cosmic consciousness. These two concepts have to 

be integrated into a synthesis concept of equality. However, the 

integration of these two concepts are experienced only at the level 

of the self. It cannot be achieved by the human body or by the 

structure or a part thereof. Only the self, which achieves the 

complete individuality and through that the intelligence of the 

cosmic consciousness flows can merge these two concepts to the 

synthesis concept. And this unification of the concepts can be 

developed when the self has experienced both concepts completely. 

The transformation is achieved by an expansion of the senses, 

which allows a constant perception of the cosmic vibrations of the 

highest level. The sixth and seventh sense, which is opened by 

activation of source code, allows the perception of Creator in all 

forms and occurrences as well as the perception of the timeless 

essence in everything. This are sensors to perceive equality of life 

and the cosmic intelligence that flows through the reality of the self. 

It is the perception of the vibration of equality in the fields, which is 

held together by three principles: Gratitude to perceive the 

relationship to the universe, the perception of Creator in all things 

and the dignity for all life. 

Thus the human body becomes a torch in the darkness of 

forgetfulness, the remembrance of the simultaneity of all being and 

the access to the full knowledge of the consciousness becomes 

available. The realities of individual and cosmic consciousness are 

inseparably intertwined, like wind and air. The transformative 

experience is the realization that the perceived reality is a 

perspective reality of the cosmic reality. Here, where light and 

shadow in an isolated time and space spectrum is perceived, there 
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the knowledge arises that light in its highest frequency as 

unconditional love is the only substance in which each 

consciousness resides in the cosmos. 

Along the grand vision of Creator comes a time in which the 

knowledge about the cosmic reality introduces the transformation 

and initiates a reconfiguration. In the phases of transformation the 

genetic body converts from a carbon-based cellular system towards 

a crystalline cell system because due to the increasing of the 

frequency domain, in which the human body remains with his 

dominant consciousness, the carbon-based body is no longer 

suitable as the vehicle. Carbon-based, this higher frequency and the 

reality realm cannot be experienced. 

After this ethereal changes the self expands, because the perception 

of interference between the individual and the cosmic 

consciousness will be felt. The relationship between the energy 

producing belief systems and linked world of experience are 

immediately obvious, such as in a dream. This leads to the 

perception that the environment responds more directly on the 

thoughts. This is so far only possible by the power of thought within 

the body and the boundary of the perceived self was so far clearly 

marked by the space that the human body was consuming. 

In addition, the telepathic skills are going to be activated and the 

limiting language of the hierarchical structure that represents 

comparatively archaic model of communication moves into the 

background because of the benefits of the telepathic transfer of 

complex thought relationships. 

The modifications taken along the transformative experience are so 

different to what is experienced in the current world of experience 

within the time and space. The regularities of the higher reality and 

navigation therein cannot be fully experienced by the human body. 

This is only possible through the opening of the consciousness. 

Converging with the state, to become master of the consciousness, 
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and thus to complete the transformation is made possible by a life 

according to the presented principles. 

Why did the hierarchical structure not provide an alternative 

concept of transformation and completeness beside the concept of 

evolution and saviorship? The situation on Terra is certainly 

special. It is part of the blueprint to experience living in the 

maximum separation in this unique library of genetic artworks. But 

also elsewhere in the cosmos, as well as on Terra the offer of an 

alternative concept would be the ability for the self to have a choice 

and thus would be the basis to really practice the free will. The 

reason is that the structure itself is not aware of its completeness. 

To live out on individuals is the clear evidence that it is the 

responsibility of the individual consciousness, to separate from the 

structure and develop towards transformative experience. Where 

there is a structure, there are limitations through rules and where 

there are boundaries that define and limit there is a structure. 

Where there is a deeply embedded structure, there is a deeply 

rooted belief system that the transformation is impossible. 

In the matrix of time and space universes the structure is a natural 

necessity and the fundamental concept of the transformation is 

removed from the realities of any belief systems at every level that 

is holding together the time and space universes. It would be not a 

stable time and space universe so to speak, if it would involve the 

transformation within its cohesive belief systems. For this reason, 

the hierarchical structure is unable to design even the concept of 

transformation and completion in any precision, let alone inform 

an individual consciousness about it. 

The cosmic consciousness existed before a hierarchical structure. It 

is part of the grand vision, that a hierarchical structure must be 

established to create a further concept of synthesis within the 

existence. The hierarchical structure is in this sense as manipulative 

force as part of the whole naturally benign and represents a key 

component to the recipe of completeness. It is the significant 
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instrument to convert the self toward a container of cosmic 

intelligence as bridge to expand the cosmic reality into the time and 

space universes. What is going to happen is no resurrection of the 

self - as propagated by ancient beliefs - rather, it is an extension of 

cosmic consciousness into the time and space universes to continue 

the expansion on this broad platform as part of a new concept as 

declared in the grant vision. For this the raising of the frequencies 

within the time and space and all contained is needed in advance. 

This new concept, the concept of synthesis of existence is developed 

by the self that has fully explored both concepts and that comes 

closest to the most complete individual consciousness. Salvation is 

experienced not as an external contribution by that self, but as an 

internal process of expansion. It is to "rescue" itself, which is 

unaffected by appearances or structural bindings. This experience 

in a complete self-sufficiency merges the salvation with the 

completion. The second step is the unification of the time-

dependent evolution with the on realization depending 

transformation. This is completed when the self completely believes 

that the individual reality can only rise in wholeness when it 

experiences an entire separation from the structure. If this is fully 

attracted, the cosmic consciousness will lift the veil that hides the 

true sense of the diversity of the individual consciousness. 

When this happens, every consciousness will be aware on all 

vibrational fields and in every dimension of its equality to Creator, 

and they unite to their complete expression of their individual 

perspective. The also currently existing oneness of all life will be so 

obvious to all and it will be also clear that the individual 

consciousness is a combination of form and formless. 

The dissolving of the existing structure is subject to a stubborn 

resistance, carried out by those who benefit from the current 

structure and understandably want to avoid a change. But the 

structure has always been a vehicle towards the transformative 

experience, even if it is manipulative, controlling and holds back 
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information and as recognizable in the example Terra, no 

perversion to the complete destruction of the planet is left out to 

prevent the metamorphosis. But the structure supports because it 

itself is the cause of the metamorphosis. 

The combination of self-salvation and the recognition of the 

separation from the structure initializes the synthesis and there are 

individual consciousness in the cosmos that actually perceived this 

experience currently as pioneers. 

In coordination of the consciousness of the self, these people are 

specifically designed for this experience and carry this process in 

their genetic code. They remain largely unknown, since the 

structure would compromise their mission immediately if they were 

detected. Some are already being hunted and have become victims 

of attempted attacks, since the structure searches since decades in 

schools among the youngest for these people. They do not appear 

as teachers. They are accelerators and creators of a bridge that 

signals the initiation of cosmic consciousness to increase the 

frequency in the cosmos. 

The increasing of the frequency is a magnetic pole reversal at the 

subatomic quantum level in the time and space universes. As is 

evident from of the grant vision, the creator is not a wise old man, 

judging from a high horse in terms of a duality between good and 

evil and manages the cosmos from above. The cosmic 

consciousness drives his inexhaustible intelligence from the depths 

of the generation of energy and the modulation of the frequencies 

by conscious decision processes into existence. Anyway, magnetism 

alone does not exist. It is always part of the energy or electricity. 

Hence the term electromagnetism. Electromagnetism forms in the 

third and fourth dimension in photons space time and in matter, 

which is manifested as movement by the dimension of time. It is the 

same behavior at both levels of time and space. The event of the 

increase of the frequency is the complete reconfiguration of the 
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quantum structure of time and space related to matter and to the 

photon time space. 

Although these relationships have already been implemented by a 

few scientists in accurate models, these are not a propagated models 

because of the dominating political principles on Terra. It would 

provide free energy for example and this is conflicting to the 

primary objectives of the current decision makers of humanity that 

prefer the destruction. Thus, this process cannot be understood 

from the currently tolerated models of science because fundamental 

concepts of the interrelationships of manifestation into the 

holographic 3D and 4D reality cannot be understood so far. 

Furthermore the public science has no instruments available to 

measure this event because it touches areas outside the measurable 

electromagnetic spectrum. But this phase transition is already 

gaining tension and the responsible belief systems of the 

consciousness at the subatomic level are being informed about this 

new decision level. This also refers to a more direct communication 

between all levels of consciousness and will be thus perceived as a 

highly reactive time and space environment in which time and 

space can be novel modulated. 

What is going to affect the time and space universes is the expansion 

of the reality of cosmic consciousness through the direct 

experienceable availability of cosmic intelligence for all form-bound 

and formless types of consciousness. In principle this automatically 

leads to the perception of an individual reality as a reality that is in 

accordance to the described principles to activate the source code 

within each individual consciousness and thus shifts their existence 

within a new structure. Thanks to the free will it is naturally left to 

each self which of the concepts it prefers. 
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THE SEQUENCE TOWARD SYNTHESES 
To move to the next concept of existence, there will be a 

predetermined sequence of events. This sequence is not performed 

in linear time, because it concerns not only the time and space 

universes, but also dimensions where consciousness navigates into 

state changes, which do not bind the consciousness to sequential 

time. 

To explain this navigation parallel time should briefly be explained. 

In a very simplified picture, reduced to a time and space reality time 

is like a tree. Decisions of the consciousness of this reality are fork 

points of the branches. The dominant path shall be respectively one 

that leads to the highest sprouts of the tree. When another than the 

dominant climbed path develops more stable and higher than the 

actual one, the dominant consciousness of a self switches to the 

better branch. This happens in a continuous evaluation cycle of the 

cosmos in the only now that actually exists. Here for simplicity it is 

assumed that a self in time and space can remain always in this rigid 

time only in this presence. This can be easily modeled by personal 

experience. 

The sun is shining on this tree and casts a shadow of all the branches 

on the ground. On the ground it is easy to jump from one shadow of 

a branch to another, to run up and down a forking or even stand 

next to the shadows and study the entire shade. As said, it is a 

simplified picture to illustrate the navigation in time. 

Back to the sequence leading towards the concept of synthesis. So it 

is a logical sequence of events that don´t necessarily occur in a 

chronological sequence. 

1. The cosmic intelligence creates new vibrational fields by 

expanding the belief systems that modulate these new fields 

and therefore can manifest those. 
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2. The continued development of the existing structure of the 

individual consciousness towards a superstructure that can 

be transferred to the new structure. 

3. The emergence of the structure based on the dominant 

concept of the structure – on Terra it is the concept of 

evolution and saviorship. 

4. The introduction of the dominant concept of the cosmic 

consciousness – the concept of transformation and 

completion performed by the specially designed kind. 

5. The blending of these two concepts towards a synthesis 

concept of equality to Creator for all consciousness. 

6. The extension of the reality of the cosmic consciousness for 

its integration into all dimensions and all individual 

consciousness. 

When the events of this sequence are completed, the process of 

existence is reconfigured with everything that the cosmic 

intelligence has learned so far and a further element of grand vision 

will be revealed. This further element is currently not known by the 

cosmic consciousness itself. Also not the time of the finalization. 

However, it is likely, that the completion is imminent and unfolds 

shortly. 

What should be absolutely clear within all degrees of freedom, the 

individual consciousness always navigates towards the fulfillment 

of the grand vision. This is a clear restriction of free will and this 

rule stands out free will. 

THE FREE WILL 
It is the key feature in the grand vision at striving for expansion and 

completion, to allow any individual consciousness at every level to 

act out the free will. This principle is an untouchable rule that also 

the structure has to follow. In the case of Terra is also laid down that 

there should be no influence from outside to the structure until the 

completion of the sequence. There, the maximum separation is to 
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be experienced and also when the brave people on Terra by the 

"high dive" at the merging of the consciousness with the body in a 

closed subsystem do not remember this because of the associated 

limitation, they provide an extraordinary experience by this. Every 

thought, every decision, every expression and every action is subject 

of a close monitoring. It is owed to the gift of forgetfulness through 

the limitation, so that the acting out in this high degree of 

separation and duality can occur as natural and unaffected as 

possible. The knowledge acquired in this way contributes directly 

and immediately to the experience of the entire cosmos and thus 

supports the architecture of the new structure and the 

parameterization of the belief systems to reconfigure the 

foundation. 

Yet free will undergoes constraints. 

The decision about the origin and destiny of a consciousness is not 

subject to of the individual consciousness, but only the cosmic 

consciousness. Within these limits, there is an almost infinite range 

of personal manifestation of creativity. Since an individual 

consciousness always is in the dependent field of all the other 

consciousness - including the cosmic consciousness, many 

manifestations and events are perceived as resistance in the 

personal experience of the reality in the human drama. 

This is the steady and real perfect environment of the now that is 

already described in the principles, from which the personal 

experience of reality is created in the degree of accuracy of the 

"mirror". 

An intervention on the restrictive actions of the structure is 

permitted under the circumstances in which the destiny of a 

consciousness would be affected according to the specifications of 

the cosmic intelligence. These moments have been and are existing 

and they leave feelings of "miracle" at the self or they expose the 

holographic nature of the time and space universes in the 
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experienced dimensions. These moments concern shifts of matter 

and jumps in time as well as takeovers of the human body 

dangerous situations. Interference with free will concern in 

particular the people and their realities, which were designed as a 

forerunner for the development and progress of the synthesis 

concept. These interventions on free will are accepted by the cosmic 

consciousness, as the committed destiny in accordance with the 

grand vision is judged as superior in relation to the decision space.  

Just because origin and destiny of a consciousness is given in a 

timeless foundation of existence, these are the anchor points, which 

allow the determination of equality. In the freedoms of acting out 

the free will, these bond cannot be identified by the enormous 

diversity. This anchored belief system, this specification is 

mandatory and the loving commitment of Creator, which must be 

understood in order to make sense of equality in the foundations of 

existence. It is the path from which everything originates and to that 

everything returns. To understand this and to hear the frequency 

from that all originates does spark the activation of the seventh 

sense. 

THE GRANT VISION 
The individual consciousness has traveled into its limiting form to 

support the expansion of the cosmic experience of formlessness. 

And this, to find from this limitation and in separation the way into 

the transformative experience. The conditions of life are thereby 

configured for the purposes of certain experiences that can be 

perceived in a real adventure. On Terra this life is committed 

through the concept of evolution and saviorship. 

This concept stimulates the substructures on Terra to support the 

grand vision. Participants will learn within the structure a sense of 

unity and belonging. A contribution within the structure triggers 

the feeling of being part of something greater and this generates an 

authentic motivation to make a contribution that goes far beyond 
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monetary baits. Maintaining a savior and his return do raise up a 

sense of a higher and more complete vision. At the same time, the 

structure thus develops a sense of inadequacy and uncertainty. This 

is accelerated by manipulative and controlling mechanisms and in 

return it accelerates the merging of humanity, the will to break free 

from the structure, it activates the sequence towards the synthesis 

and individual towards the transformative experience. 

The structure is limited by the intelligence of cosmic consciousness 

that monitors as "scientists" that the structure always follows its 

purpose. 

It is the instance that monitors the variables that determines the 

criteria for the location of the dominant consciousness, intervenes 

at violations of the structure accordingly and evaluates alternative 

results in the laboratory of time and space. 

The vision is the continuous expansion of the reality of cosmic 

consciousness and intelligence. There are many sections 

referencing each other on the way to completion and the present 

section is the experiment of transformation versus evolution. The 

insights gained from this section are saturated and the sober 

evaluation leads now to synthesizing into a concept to experience 

the equality to Creator. This is accompanied by the extension of 

cosmic consciousness, which expands more strongly through the 

individual consciousness into the time and space universes. 

Part of the grant vision is either the free will, which is, however, 

subject to minor limitations. The acting out of free will is the 

component of credibility that makes a mechanical cosmos a world 

of living experience. So far, this directive is the golden thread of all 

sections and even the structure cannot touch this acting out of free 

will, because only the individual consciousness can choose its 

reality. 
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The cosmic consciousness has decided on the existence of the 

structure to participate in the grant experiment to transfer the 

existing concepts into the synthesis concept. However, the cosmic 

consciousness is surrendered to the will of Creator and when the 

intention of Creator change then the cosmic consciousness also 

changes its acting on the manifestation. And the upcoming change 

in the reconfiguration is just such a change in the intention of 

Creator. Which section comes after the synthesis concept of 

existence of equality to Creator, cannot be predicted. His infinite 

wisdom and creativity is beyond any predictability. 

SIMULTANEOUS EXISTENCE 
It has already been mentioned how decisions produce different 

courses of the time and that there are nodal points in time, which 

significantly influence the course of reality and how in the paths of 

reality a dominant consciousness resists in the tree of times. Here, 

the cosmic consciousness is the instance that weighs accordingly 

here. 

In addition to the axes of time and thereby the potential to life 

multiple realities but only one dominant the self is connected as a 

single composition within its individualized reality. However, the 

formless consciousness enters into many of these outposts at 

different locations and dimensions simultaneously and is the only 

interpretive center of the self. Through the isolation by the 

limitation the self denied this knowledge and does not acknowledge 

to its extensive and glorious nature of its existence. When the 

consciousness occupies a human body, it directly becomes a 

dominant reality. Because of the throttling of the vibration fields in 

sequential experienceable time, a consciousness operates easily 

synchronously within a thousand human bodies. As a consequence, 

the consciousness accelerates and balances its learning experience 

on a broad platform of experienced realities. That is also the reason 
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why many have the subdued feeling of having already lived or live 

again. 

To remember, all is happening in the now and even a perceived 

dominant sequential timeline, the horizontal partners and the 

vertical changers, all is modulated in the only now moment that 

exists. The self walks along this field of now, as no one is able to 

reach out of the present. Thus even time jumps don’t break this, 

because it is nothing but a jump into another status reality of the 

Now. To make another timeline dominant, it must succeed better 

according to the principles on the infinite scale of changes. 

Therefore it is easy to understand that the consciousness can live 

pasts and futures in other forms because all happen in the same 

Now. 

But the maximum exposure on Terra is that of the soul family 

relationship, which like-minded groups name each other. 

Especially the concept of simultaneous existence abuts certain 

incomprehension on many. But it is in terms of the design of the 

genetic body that a consciousness can be simultaneously in the 

universes. Reading this text, the consciousness operates 

simultaneously in tens or hundreds of simultaneous experienced 

realities back and forth within the universes, each with the 

perception of the self to live a dominant reality. Only the 

consciousness is able to evaluate these realities together. 

When consciousness reaches the status of independence after its 

birth, it operates first within one genetic body. Little by little it 

adapts to multiple data streams of the different selves. As 

mentioned, the consciousness navigated first in a light luminous 

body without structure and binds over a genetic body to a dominant 

reality. The way of the simultaneous experiencing across multiple 

bodies is this way because the mind, the emotions and the biological 

structure of the human body itself does not have the capacity to 

manage multiple parallel dominant streams. On the throttled level 
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of time and space, the system would overload and collapse. In order 

to operate with the mind and the emotional feelings in a meaningful 

degree of clarity, many parallelized processing is outsourced to the 

subconscious of the body. 

To reduce the whole self to a biological machine and to declare this 

facade as complete and the life explainable out of the measurable 

itself only led to mirroring this to the dominant social and political 

environment in which governments are only the facade, behind 

which corruption, control and blackmail a controlling elite can hide. 

It is also mentioned that it is not the responsibility of whatever kind 

of structure to unmask the facade of being. This responsibility is in 

the self, not to indiscriminately take over bought-belief systems, but 

rather to evaluate new knowledge and its relationships within the 

individual reality. 

Just as the change and the presence of the creation unfold from the 

foundations of the existence, so a parent structure, such as a 

government or religious organization can develop only from the 

individuals. When they pass the responsibility of their own 

existence and ongoing decision-making to the structure, it is not 

against free will when the structure makes decisions that are against 

the wellbeing of a personal reality. 

There is always the moment at which this issue of the responsibility 

will be recognizable and this recognition penetrates into the present 

realities on Terra. Neutrally, the boundaries of the spectrum on 

Terra because of their unstable nature, the cosmic location, time of 

origin and the amazing genetic diversity of life are simply 

enormously wide apart, greater than anywhere else in the cosmos. 

The fragile surface with shifting continental plates, the numerous 

earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, storms and the magnetic 

instability make this pearl of diversity really unattractive to 

establish a sustained culture. This hostile conditions have 

eradicated an incredibly amount of species over time and still new 
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life in a variety that is unmatched developed again or was located 

there. 

Although numerous selves experienced many lives on Terra, 

currently more and more human bodies are animated through 

consciousness that have collected a large part of experiences on 

other planets everywhere in the cosmos. This is covered by the 

grand vision and it constituted up to now the only form of influence, 

which was possible in the experiment Terra. 

THE CONTACT 
The entire cosmos is full of life. Full of divine individualized facets 

of cosmic consciousness in various stages of separation. All arose 

from the source of the cosmos and will return one day back to there. 

And born as formless consciousness all have embark on the 

experience level of the time and space universes to dive down into 

the worlds of time and to overcome every possible obstacle and to 

face any challenge to find the connection back to Creator. 

And it seems as if every step towards Creator sparks his creativity 

and prepares a new world of experience for its children. Thus, the 

reconfiguration changes at the subatomic quantum level will 

change the perceptual field for all consciousness in all dimensions. 

It is a cosmic event that is unique in its extent. This affects not only 

life on Terra, but also life everywhere else in the cosmos. But the 

perception after this event will not be unlike the existence in higher 

dimensions. The self experiences and feels always its cosmic 

connection, the communication is switched to telepathy and the 

sense of unity expands the individual, separated reality by access to 

the group knowledge and directly to the cosmic intelligence. 

The limitation and the resulting amnesia become thus loosened and 

there will be no more doubt about the existence of Creator. 
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There are civilizations and species that already live in this state, 

even in the Milky Way. Contact with these individuals are 

breathtaking and radiates in its grace an almost royal charisma. It 

is not like the illustrations in movies, which are in the struggle for 

survival of the structure on Terra understandable manipulative 

deterrent. 

The event of the reconfiguration will bring an awareness of the 

existing secret meetings with them and enable the open contact. 

This will be gentle and will only occur in accordance with the people 

that are ready for that contact. 

The cosmic knowledge needs to be developed from the species itself 

and cannot be imposed from outside. It would not be accepted in a 

specific cultural context. The consciousness is gaining experience 

within the time and space via its human endpoints in a long period 

of time. It is tens of thousands of years of simultaneous experience 

and every moment in a dominant reality influenced effectively the 

consciousness. All these experiences from that times modulate at 

merge new genetic potentials and control the growth experience to 

be completed. And these new forms and extensions lead to those 

people who create the complete individual consciousness and thus 

will bring the transformative experience to life. 

These people overlook their experience from all forms, places and 

times and integrate the sum of these experiences into the human 

species on Terra. It is the highlight of the history of a species and is 

very rarely held before the species has approached to a certain 

measure to the cosmic truth. 

It is not the truth of religion or science that humanity shares and 

unifies. It is also not the truth of so-called "channeled" messages. 

The difference is simple. An understanding of the wisdom of the 

outlined principles unites humanity rather than to drive them 

apart. But there is no unification into love or emotional closeness 

but a union into the special importance of their individual 
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contribution to humanity as a species in the understanding of time 

and space universes. 

Does science replace religion in its function and opens this wisdom? 

No. Some near complete individual consciousness emerge with a 

balanced scientific and philosophical knowledge and present their 

findings to an educated humanity, which is open to the power of 

their views. 

Even Creator cannot pull these insights to mankind. It is addressed 

to the real leaders of mankind through an innovative, organic 

education. The grand vision has opened the space that a species can 

achieve these findings and its identification themselves and unites 

within this process. 

If there is only one person making it to the complete individual 

consciousness, it triggers a chain reaction and the next and next and 

next awakens. Within just one generation, then it can go up to one 

thousand and in the next generation it is a million. It is likely that 

this is even accelerated by the web and finally all follow this portal 

into the cosmic wisdom. For this living together will be a platform 

of individual species that can resist all attacks. Humanity is despite 

all manipulative news and misinformation at this vertex on a broad 

basis. 

The usefulness of armed conflict and a dominant elite will be 

questioned and millions of enlightened selves provoke an upheaval 

of the structure from the foundation. The desire for a non-

hierarchical structure is close at hand, the representation of a leader 

loses his sense and is no longer appropriate. Thus, the genetic mind 

of the species is accordingly developed to explore new fields of 

vibration and this is the right time for the contact. 

The sense of separation has severely damaged Terra and humanity 

in the fight to prevent the event. To repair and cleanup is in the 

responsibility of humanity. It can be expected that existing, but not 
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public available technology on Terra and technology of visitors 

support this cleaning. This to the extent as it makes most sense in 

the particular situation. 

Not every person will have the need to continue life on Terra after 

the event of reconfiguration. This especially when by the break of 

the limitation the primary origin of the consciousness prior to the 

visit and support at Terra will be known. Almost all people have had 

experiences in other parts of the cosmos or experience it currently 

in a simultaneous existence. Only this experience cannot be 

translated for the mind on Terra. The people whose consciousness 

has mainly been kept in other parts of the cosmos have the 

awareness in the depth of their being. These people will be free to 

return back to their families again and their support on Terra at the 

time of reconfiguration shall receive all the thanks. 

A VIEW TO THE REALITY OF CREATOR 
Creator developed the grand vision of exploration of being able to 

re-define itself and to give all existences in the universe a sense. It 

allows all parts to contribute to wholeness and to create a new 

universe in a reconfiguration. 

All concepts, insights and assumptions presented above allow an 

idea of the reality of Creator. From inside the cosmos it is naturally 

only possible to gain a breath of an idea to spread the membrane of 

the boundary to the outside a little to estimate it with a blurred view 

of the external reality of Creator. 

The motivation of the grant vision is it to get a complete knowledge 

of the cosmos through a pretty clear but controlling and regulating 

system through structured extensions. And the question of the why 

represents the idea of the grant enigma. 

The components of the cosmos are consciousness on the one hand 

that can perceive and modulate the vibrational fields and on the 
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other hand an inexhaustible supply of preserved energies that can 

be transformed and manifested in dimensions within the frame by 

the consciousness. The completeness is given by two logically 

distinct types of consciousness. The cosmic consciousness and the 

myriads of individual instances that modulate perspectives as belief 

systems and form structures, which are summarized in a cosmic 

superstructure. 

Below the level of the grant enigma the cosmos presents two 

available concepts, each contributing in different ways to acquire 

and experience which are at saturation to merge to a new 

synthesized concept. This leads to changes in the structure as well 

as to changes of the countless conscious instances. However, the 

energetic substance, in which everything is played out seems to 

remain the stable component. A new concept will in future be 

designed from the synthesis concept which is able to extend the 

grand vision according to the intention of Creator. 

All this indicates that there is a timeless eternal observer who has 

brought the universe for the purpose of self-experience into life. It 

seems that there exists a perceptive and an active component. The 

outer component is represented in all dimensions, has an endless 

intelligence, as well as an inexhaustible supply of energy. In 

repetition of the interior it seems likely that the observer is like the 

eternal cosmic consciousness and a universe corresponds to an 

individual self. 

This self-referencing recursive structure drives on itself and the 

construction favors the assumption of perfect, unconditional love 

that unfolds in perfection. Outside the context of time and space, in 

particular in the dimensions where linear time contributes to gain 

experience it is difficult to see why a striving for wholeness is the 

driving force of the architecture. Therefore, the following 

conclusion is from this limited perspective equally difficult to 

understand. 
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The path of non-random architectures and sections of the 

development, which should contribute in a sense of competing 

belief systems towards wholeness, fulfill two things. First, it results 

in the trustworthy assumption, which concepts in which course will 

lead to wholeness. And on the other hand is wholeness the perfect 

and completed unification of all individual realities with the cosmic 

reality which is united as a compacted highest field of the infinitely 

fast swinging vibration, so of the fullest love with all during that 

path obtained energies of all elements. It's the ultimate 

compression of all cosmic energies into one single thought of love 

in wholeness. And in dissolving of all dimensions into timelessness 

this remote extremely compressed and united moment may trigger 

the beginning of the unfolding of existence by the desire for 

expansion. 

On the other hand, this question of the beginning might never be 

solved, because the Creator for sure is not running out of ideas on 

the ongoing creation of new spaces of experience. And when no end 

leads to the beginning, all preserve the immortality that has been 

obtained on this our all journey. 

And the courage and bravery of Creator, to stand on the edge of the 

abyss in its wholeness and love and to jump into its cast into 

fragments extends beyond any imagination. 

But it did it - and so there was! 

 


